SPATIALKEY
EVENT RESPONSE
Lower Claims Costs & Increase Customer Satisfaction
with Automated Event Alerts & Analytics
Bring Unparalleled Speed & Analytics
to Your Claims Response Arsenal
When catastrophes strike, you need to understand more than
just the severity of an event. You need event notifications and
analytics that tell you if an event will impact your portfolio and
how. With our new automated event alert and analysis solution,
you’ll be the first to know about an event and the extent of its
impact on your business.
Here’s how it works:
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Tell us which global perils and man-made events to monitor
for a portfolio of insured locations.
Be the first to know about an event with our continuous
monitoring of public and commercial event feeds, services,
and data.
Get 24/7 automated analysis of your portfolio against new
and updated event data.
Receive immediate notifications only if your portfolio has been
noticeably impacted by an event, so you can proactively reach
out to insureds, management, and stakeholders.
Understand the immediate business impact of an event by
viewing relevant details by account, location, and hazard
severity.

GET THE ANSWERS TO THESE
QUESTIONS AND MORE

• Did anything happen last night
that I should worry about?
• What weather and man-made
events are currently impacting
my portfolios or program?
• Who had the most potential
impact and who should I reach
out to first?
• What is my potential exposure?
• Where and when should I
deploy resources?
SPATIALKEY EVENT RESPONSE
BY THE NUMBERS

19,000
Reports run in 2018

263
Insurance customers

20+
Data partners supporting
eight major perils

www.insurity.com

SPATIALKEY
EVENT REPONSE

Quickly Make Sense of Data and Take Action

Visualize event footprint

Understand portfolio exposure

Visualize portfolio impact

SpatialKey Event Response
Supports Eight Major Perils
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TORNADO
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HAIL
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HURRICANE
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EARTHQUAKE
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WILDFIRE
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FLOOD
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WIND
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TERRORISM

Understand affected locations

“SpatialKey’s event response solution will
provide our claims and support teams with
more immediate access to the critical data
needed to proactively serve our policyholders
when events occur. Having the ability to
define specific criteria that are important to
our business will enable us to quickly act on
relevant information, while gaining better
insight on the financial impact of events.”
–JE N KLO B NAK, SE NIO R VIC E P RESIDENT,
R ISK SE RVIC E S AT R LI

A SAMPLING OF OUR DATA & DEV ELOPMENT PARTNERS
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